Abstract--The single-phase capacitor-run induction motor is widespread for small power applications where the price is an important concern. In order to save costs, one tries to estimate the speed on the basis of voltage and current measurements and thus avoid a speed sensor. This paper deals with the rotor speed measurement on the basis of the capacitor voltage and proposes a low cost command device for a rolling shutter induction motor.
I. INTRODUCTION
APACITOR-run Single-Phase Induction Machines (SPIM) are very widespread in low cost drives supplied by the electric network: pumps, fans, lawn mowers, home automation, etc… In this frame, it often appears necessary to know the speed from electric measurements. The objectives are based on :
-driving requirements like the starting capacitor command [1] or vector controls [2] -safety constraints like operating at excessive load, jamming or blockage. For instance, on rolling shutters, the arrival of the shutter at the buffer stop results in a drop in motor speed.
For compactness and low cost requirements the command circuit must need few electric sensors and small processing means. The solution is to research into the parameters which vary with the speed. One possible method is to measure the amplitude of the capacitor voltage in steady state operation.
The present study uses the terms of the impedance matrix and leads to the identification of the model parameters of an existing SPIM, using a genetic algorithm. The capacitor voltage curve versus the speed shows that this parameter is a representative function of the speed in steady state. A strategy is suggested to detect the slowing-down of the motor with few mathematical operations. This strategy is carried out with the early This work was supported by the company Profalux Industrie. detection of the arrival of a rolling shutter at the buffer stop. The industrial reliability of the device is improved by a statistical approach in the determination of the slowdown thresholds.
II. MODELING
The two windings of the motor (subscript '1' and '2') and the capacitor C are often supplied from the mains with a circuit comprising two switches Sw1 and Sw2 (Fig.  1) . Closing one or the other of the two switches regulates the rotational direction. The switches are often placed at the bottom on the neutral side (point C). This configuration is interesting when using solid state switches like triacs, because the command of the gates is simple and does not require isolation device like optocouplers or transformers. The modeling considers that the two windings are identical (two-phase symmetrical induction machine) and does not take the iron losses into consideration. In these conditions SPIM may be represented by only two inductances, L S and N, and two resistances, R S and R R . 
If the phase 2 is supplied by the mains, in parallel with the phase 1 connected in series with the capacitor C, this gives :
where
The preceding equations result in the expression of the ratio between the capacitor voltage and the mains reference voltage: 
III. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Although the rolling shutter SPIM is geometrically and magnetically balanced its identification from four parameters is not obvious. First of all, these parameters, specifically the stator resistance, depend on the temperature:
R S = 275, 305 or 337 Ω at 25, 50 or 92°C. Then the iron losses are significant. We have however adopted the four parameter model as it is practically analytical and makes it easier to represent in a fairly accurate manner the various operational regimes.
The four motor parameters were identified by an optimisation method involving the use of a genetic algorithm. The identification method (Fig. 3) consists in comparing the outputs of the analytic model with the real outputs measured on the motor. The optimisation algorithm adapts the model parameters so as to minimise the quadratic output error. After many iterations the numeric model approaches finely the true process. The real voltages and currents supplying the motor (V 1 , V 2 , I 1 , I 2 ) are sampled and recorded on a computer. The recorded samples of the mains voltage V 2 are applied as an input for the analytic model of the SPIM including the capacitor in steady state. V 1 is calculated using equations (6) and (7), and the currents are calculated in a similar way. The criterion is set up using the quadratic difference between the measured and calculated values in steady state. The multimodal genetic algorithm described in [12] decides at each iteration step to modify the parameters of the analytic model (optimisation). Motor models are generally non-linear due to the variation of the speed. Genetic algorithms are well adapted to the identification of electric motors, for that they are not trapped by the local optima generated by the non-linearity. They converge to the global optima of the error function, providing the true parameters of the machine.
The parameter identification leads to the values : L S = 1.53 H, N = 0.072 H, R S = 275 Ω, R R = 475 Ω, the value of the capacitor C being 4 µF. Fig. 4 confirms the variation of the amplitude of the capacitor voltage with respect to the speed, as shown in equation (7) . For our motor, this variation is monotonic and each value can be used to assess the relative speed x. Other electrical parameters, like the phase difference between V 1 and V 2 or the ratio of their amplitude, can be relevant for estimating the speed as well. Indeed, in the complex plane (Fig. 5 ) the three voltages V 2 =OA, V 1 =OC and V C =CA form a triangle OAC which is distorted when the relative speed x varies. Fig. 5 gives the configuration of the voltages triangles obtained with our motor at two different speeds: x=0 (notation ') and x=1 (notation without ').
IV. MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
This distortion depends on the motor and makes the measurement of some electrical parameters more relevant than others for the estimation of the speed. On the contrary the angle (CAO) changes from 47 degrees for x=1 to 42 degrees for x=0. It does not therefore vary a lot, and its measurement is not advisable for an estimation of x.
The electrical parameter that is the most suitable for the command circuit shown in Fig 1 is nevertheless
one of the switches is closed this voltage is easily measurable with non-insulated voltage sensors referenced to the ground (point C) and connected to the microcontroller (Fig 1) . C V is indeed the voltage of the triac that remains opened.
V. SLOWING DETECTION
The previous study has shown that for rolling shutter SPIM the speed could be determined on the basis of 2 
V V C
. It is adapted since, as seen in Fig. 4 this parameter decreases if the speed decreases. Therefore it is used to detect an excessive decrease in speed and to cut off the supply of the motor. In this application, the decrease represents the arrival of the rolling shutter on the buffer stop. A signal processing is applied to the measurement "y" of 
and the thickness
These three values are a function of the evolution of y and the background noise. They are used to calculate two envelopes, EnvMax and EnvMin, being the lower and the upper bound of y i . The calculation is made according to :
If Once initialized in the first measurements the thickness Ey i hardly changes at all in practice. Eventually, the system operates as a hysteresis follower with two outputs, one being the limit inferior and the other the limit superior of y. The outputs more or less follow y by eliminating the noise. In the next stage, study of the variations of y is carried out on the basis of i EnvMin . 
B. Buffering and detection
The reduction in speed is studied from N successive measurements of y stored in the form of Equation (12) formulates the comparison between a threshold and the variation of Envmin through the elapsed time j.∆t. Fig. 7 shows the process, with a 13 cell storage memory represented. At the fourth calculation, the difference 24, is higher than the threshold 20, the process is stopped and the motor turned off. 
C. Threshold monitoring
When the speed includes a low frequency component associated with a load irregularity, it is advisable to adapt the series of thresholds S(j). The procedure can be made automatically thanks to a threshold controller which analyzes the speed variations, and decides consequently, to load a set of pre-calculated N thresholds rather than another.
In the case of rolling shutters, we adopted M=4 sets of N=18 thresholds. Every 360 ms the series of N i EnvMin is analyzed and the set of N thresholds is changed if necessary.
VI. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION ON A ROLLING SHUTTER

A. Equipment
The previous study is implemented in practice to detect the arrival of a rolling shutter on the buffer stop, without sensor. The experimental bench is made up of a SPIM supplied by the AC power with an inversion device for the rotational direction ( 
B. Statistical analysis and threshold determination
The efficiency of the slowing-down detection algorithm strongly depends on the threshold values. These are determined on the basis of a statistical study of measurements, especially V C and the rotor speed Nr, performed on many rolling shutters during operation. The programmed thresholds must be calculated so that they encompass all the possible configurations of rolling shutters, without adjustment nor reprogramming of the command board.
For each recorded course of the shutter (test), during the normal operating range and before the drop in motor speed, a reciprocal algorithm provides the N×M minimum thresholds required for the system not to stop untimely. The thresholds will be programmed following the equation
k is the arbitrary margin, or the half-length of the confidence interval that should be considered so that the probability of spurious stoppage is less than 000 10 / 1 . According to the normal distribution law, one can find :
. The profiles of thresholds adopted for the industrial realization are given in Fig.9 . Profiles of thresholds adopted for the rolling shutter SPIM (k=4). The set n°1 is the most sensitive to variations of the speed, and the set n°4, loaded by default at the motor start, is the most tolerant.
C. Results
So as to validate our approach, we have read the speed and the amplitude of V C at the time of a forced stoppage. The microcontroller detection is "off", and so the whole slowing-down process can be studied. The speed is measured by an incremental encoder giving one pulse per revolution. The slowing-down starts a little after t 1 =25.1s. The last speed measured N 2 is at t 2 =25.4s -beyond this, accuracy is no longer ensured. On the recording, with the microcontroller detection "on", the application of the slowing detection algorithm with the most sensitive series of the 4 thresholds series, would have stopped the motor in ms t S 25290 = , i.e. approximately 60 ms after the beginning of the slowingdown. Experimentally this result is satisfactory. It makes it easier to clamp the shutter on the buffer stop without mechanical distortion nor audible grating. VII. CONCLUSION
The article shows a system for assessing the speed and detecting the slowing down applied to the single phase induction motor with a running capacitor. The appraisal of the speed reposes on the measurement of the capacitor voltage. The system avoids the use of a speed sensor. The study starts by an analytic modeling of the motor in steady state. The parameters of the model are approached by an optimisation involving the use of a multimodal genetic algorithm.
The article suggests an algorithm which responds straight away to an excessive slowing-down while however remaining resistant to the electrical parasites and the irregularities of speed imposed by the load. The thresholds are finely adjusted to the load profile, by a statistical analysis of numerous measurements on the same family of loads, which makes it possible to anticipate the failure rate. Thus, the algorithm is suitably adaptable to any type of industrial application. The algorithm is implemented on a rolling shutter motor command device using a microcontroller, the objective being an end-of-travel stop. The measurement results are shown with related comments.
